Southern Perspectives on the Queer Movement
Committed to Home
Edited by Sheila R. Morris
Foreword by Harlan Greene
Morris has collected essays by South Carolinians who explore their gay identities and activism from the emergence of the HIV-AIDS pandemic to the realization of marriage equality in the state thirty years later.
248 pp., 24 b&w illus., hc $27.99, eb $21.99

The Damned Don’t Cry—They Just Disappear
The Life and Works of Harry Hervey
Harlan Greene
Greene brings to life the story of an unconventional Southern writer who illuminated gay life in the South. Greene reveals Harry Hervey as a hardworking writer and master of many genres, bravely unwilling to conform to traditional values.
200 pp., 12 b&w illus., hc and eb, $29.99
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Why Straight Guys Love Their Gay Guys

Reviving the roots of male sexuality

Despite 50 years of progress and the advent of gay marriage, statistics on the well-being of gay men are as grim as ever.

This 90-page book argues, based largely on the anthropology, that what is still missing in the lives of gay men is intimacy with straight men. The wedges that keep gay men and straight men apart are a set of disguised and ingrained controls based on religion, and the more recent antagonism imposed by gay-straight identities.

The barriers may be eroding, as more men choose new identities such as “mostly straight,” expanding the sphere of male-male intimacy.

This book argues that, although the gay identity has been essential to 50 years of gay progress, the time has come to retire the gay identity, to thank the gay identity for its service, to recognize how it now holds us back, and to focus on the rights of men — including straight men — to participate in all forms of healthy sexual behavior, without regard to identity.
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TSQ offers a venue for interdisciplinary scholarship that contests the objectification, pathologization, and exoticization of transgender lives. Its mission is to examine how “transgender” comes into play as a category, a process, a social assemblage, an increasingly intelligible gender identity, and an identifiable threat to gender normativity.
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